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Interview season. For 4th year medical students 

going into emergency medicine, November-January 

is a stressful, yet exciting time. Audition rotations 

are over and students can finally relax and focus on 

getting to know the programs which they applied to. 

But interviews bring a lot of  anxiety and nerves. Be 

yourself! Sure, it sounds cliché, but the process of  

assigning residency programs is called the match for 

a reason. For most applicants there is a program out there that is right for 

them and it is their job, as well as the interviewers, to decide which pro-

gram that is. At this point your CV is your CV, your publications are your 

publications, your grades are your grades. Own your application, explain 

any mishaps, and try and enjoy the process.

Make a list of  what is important to you in a residency. Some examples 

are: location, a big trauma center, pediatrics, strong ultrasound, interest-

ing didactics, and support from faculty. Bring this list or a list of  questions 

with you as a reminder. Certain questions might be better answered by 

residents, and some by faculty. Avoid asking simple questions that could 

be found on the website just for the sake of  asking questions- they want 

to know that you have thought about their program and truly considered 

it. Wear something professional, but wear comfortable shoes so you can 

manage walking around during tours. 

In terms of  preparation, it may seem silly but practicing answers out 

loud helps you sound composed during the interview, regardless of  if  

the questions you use are like the actual questions or not. You can do 

this with a friend, or even alone. Know your application and have a list 

of  experiences that are most important to you, or show who you are as 

an applicant. Again, practice talking about these experiences out loud. 

You have gone through your CV a million times in writing but it is di#erent 

when you are asked to talk about it.  

This time of  year tends to be tough on the wallet for everyone between 

holiday parties, travel, and gifts. Do the best you can to be frugal. Reach 

out to old friends or classmates in the cities you are applying to and ask 

to stay or find out if  the schools have residents or students who can 

house you for a night or two. Another option is to get a hotel credit card to 

start building points or an airline credit card to build miles. 

This cannot be stressed this enough — enjoy the process. Medical school 

is almost over. If  you have the time and money, try and explore a new 

place while you interview. The time will fly by and soon you will have less 

of  an excuse to travel somewhere new and meet new people. This is all 

just my two cents. You can find a ton of  advice and information on the 

internet. Use your resources — like anything else you will likely feel better 

if  you are prepared! Good luck!  
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This podcast series presents emergency medicine leaders speaking with 
residents and students to share their knowledge on a variety of  topics.

Don’t miss an episode - subscribe today!

Episode Highlight — Evaluating Job Opportunities: Making the Right Choice

In this episode, Jessica Zahn, DO and Andy Walker III, MD FAAEM, discuss how to make the right choice when evaluating job 

opportunities. Dr. Zahn is a resident at University of Illinois at Chicago and member of the RSA Education Committee. Dr. Walker 

is a past AAEM board member, Chair of the AAEM Government and National A#airs Committee, and President of TNAAEM.
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